


























Trophy of the Strigil “Domenico Travia”
The Trophy of the Strigil “Domenico Travia”, in its XXV edition, represents a 
moment of particular meaning for the history of this Club. Founded by Mr. 
Domenico Travia in summer 1967, it was conceived by the illustrious sculpture 
Celestino Petrone, who carried it out in collaboration with an unforgettable 

citizen and Member, Mr. Giuseppe Foti, Director of the National Museum.
The Strigil, a tool made of bronze, used by the athletes of the ancient Olympia, in 
particular by wrestlers, to cleanse the body of ointments and oils, and sometimes also of 
sweat, has characterized the editions in 1967/75 and 1991/2000, because it was the 
trophy of the Winner. Since 2001, after the death of the President Domenico Travia in 
2000, it has been dedicated to His memory. 

Gold Medal “Federico Bianco” 

The Gold Medal “Federico Bianco”, offered by Bianco’s family, was instituted 
to leave the memory of a disappeared champion, bright example of sporting 
loyalty, whose deeds remain unforgettable as illustrious mathematics teacher, 
Founder Member of our prestigious Club, Vice-President and Calabrian tennis 
representative in pair with “Domenico Travia” in a lot of competitive national 
and international challenges. 

The name of the Gold Medal wants to praise the great qualities of a tennis player who left 
a fortune of uncommon virtues and values characterized by His simple and modest nature 
to live honestly. 

“Silver Cup and Plate” of the President of the Republic 
2001 – Silver Cup
Given in sign of appreciation to highlight the social activity carried out 

since its origins by the Tennis Club “Rocco Polimeni”. 

2005 – Silver Plate
Given to the Tennis Club “Rocco Polimeni” for the promotion of tennis that, 
through the universal language of sport, makes easier friendship and 
comprehension among young people from all over the world. 

President of the Republic 
Carlo Azeglio Ciampi

2009 – Bronze Plate
Given to the Tennis Club “Rocco Polimeni” on the occasion of its “eighty 
years of history” (1929-2009) and of the World Final Fed Cup “Italy-USA”.  

  Presidente of the Republic 
Giorgio Napolitano


